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Flexible and semi-rigid
endoscope processing in
health care facilities

Objectives and uses of AAMI standards and
recommended practices
It is most important that the objectives and potential uses of an
Each AAMI standard or recommended practice reflects the
AAMI product standard or recommended practice are clearly
collective expertise of a committee of health care professionals and
understood. The objectives of AAMI's technical development
industrial representatives, whose work has been reviewed
program derive from AAMI's overall mission: the advancement of
nationally (and sometimes internationally). As such, the consensus
medical instrumentation. Essential to such advancement are (1) a
recommendations embodied in a standard or recommended practice
are intended to respond to clinical needs and, ultimately, to help
continued increase in the safe and effective application of current
ensure patient safety. A standard or recommended practice is
technologies to patient care, and (2) the encouragement of new
technologies. It is AAMI's view that standards and recommended
limited, however, in the sense that it responds generally to
practices can contribute significantly to the advancement of
perceived risks and conditions that may not always be relevant to
medical instrumentation, provided that they are drafted with
specific situations. A standard or recommended practice is an
attention to these objectives and provided that arbitrary and
important reference in responsible decision-making, but it should
never replace responsible decision-making.
restrictive uses are avoided.
A voluntary standard for a medical device recommends to the
Despite periodic review and revision (at least once every five
manufacturer the information that should be provided with or on
years), a standard or recommended practice is necessarily a static
the product, basic safety and performance criteria that should be
document applied to a dynamic technology. Therefore, a standards
considered in qualifying the device for clinical use, and the
user must carefully review the reasons why the document was
measurement techniques that can be used to determine whether the
initially developed and the specific rationale for each of its
device conforms with the safety and performance criteria and/or to
provisions. This review will reveal whether the document remains
compare the performance characteristics of different products.
relevant to the specific needs of the user.
Some standards emphasize the information that should be provided
Particular care should be taken in applying a product standard
with the device, including performance characteristics, instructions
to existing devices and equipment, and in applying a recommended
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performance characteristics often necessitates the development of
professional judgment must be used in applying these criteria to
specialized test methods to facilitate uniformity in reporting;
existing equipment. No single source of information will serve to
reaching consensus on these
can represent acopy
considerable
part AAMI document,
identify a particular
product as
"unsafe".
Fortests
a complete
of this
contact
AAMI
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of committee work. When a drafting committee
determines that or visitbewww.aami.org.
used as one resource, but the ultimate decision as to product
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clinical concerns warrant the establishment of minimum safety and
safety and efficacy must take into account the specifics of its
performance criteria, referee tests must be provided and the reasons
utilization and, of course, cost-benefit considerations. Similarly, a
for establishing the criteria must be documented in the rationale.
recommended practice should be analyzed in the context of the
A recommended practice provides guidelines for the use, care,
specific needs and resources of the individual institution or firm.
and/or processing of a medical device or system. A recommended
Again, the rationale accompanying each AAMI standard and
practice does not address device performance per se, but rather
recommended practice is an excellent guide to the reasoning and
procedures and practices that will help ensure that a device is used
data underlying its provision.
safely and effectively and that its performance will be maintained.
In summary, a standard or recommended practice is truly
Although a device standard is primarily directed to the
useful only when it is used in conjunction with other sources of
manufacturer, it may also be of value to the potential purchaser or
information and policy guidance and in the context of professional
user of the device as a frame of reference for device evaluation.
experience and judgment.
Similarly, even though a recommended practice is usually oriented
towards healthcare professionals, it may be useful to the
INTERPRETATIONS OF AAMI STANDARDS
manufacturer in better understanding the environment in which a
AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES
medical device will be used. Also, some recommended practices,
Requests for interpretations of AAMI standards and recommended
while not addressing device performance criteria, provide
practices must be made in writing, to the AAMI Vice President,
guidelines to industrial personnel on such subjects as sterilization
Standards Policy and Programs. An official interpretation must be
processing, methods of collecting data to establish safety and
approved by letter ballot of the originating committee and
efficacy, human engineering, and other processing or evaluation
subsequently reviewed and approved by the AAMI Standards
techniques; such guidelines may be useful to health care
Board. The interpretation will become official and representation of
professionals in understanding industrial practices.
the Association only upon exhaustion of any appeals and upon
In determining whether an AAMI standard or recommended
publication of notice of interpretation in the "Standards Monitor"
practice is relevant to the specific needs of a potential user of the
section of the AAMI News. The Association for the Advancement
document, several important concepts must be recognized:
of Medical Instrumentation disclaims responsibility for any
All AAMI standards and recommended practices are voluntary
characterization or explanation of a standard or recommended
(unless, of course, they are adopted by government regulatory or
practice which has not been developed and communicated in
procurement authorities). The application of a standard or
accordance with this procedure and which is not published, by
recommended practice is solely within the discretion and
appropriate notice, as an official interpretation in the AAMI News.
professional judgment of the user of the document.
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Abstract:

Provides guidelines for precleaning, leak-testing, cleaning, packaging (where indicated), storage,
high-level disinfecting, and/or sterilizing of flexible gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopes, flexible
bronchoscopes, surgical flexible endoscopes (e.g., flexible ureteroscopes), and semi-rigid
operative endoscopes (e.g., choledochoscopes) in health care facilities. These guidelines are
intended to provide comprehensive information and direction for health care personnel in the
processing of these devices and accessories.
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substantially concerned with its scope and provisions. The existence of an AAMI standard does not in any respect
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using products, processes, or procedures not conforming to the standard. AAMI standards are subject to periodic
review, and users are cautioned to obtain the latest editions.
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Foreword
This standard was developed by the AAMI Endoscope Reprocessing Working Group under the auspices of the AAMI
Sterilization Standards Committee. The objective of this standard is to provide guidelines for precleaning, leaktesting, cleaning, packaging (where indicated), storage, high-level disinfecting, and/or sterilizing of flexible
gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopes, flexible bronchoscopes, surgical flexible endoscopes (e.g., flexible ureteroscopes),
and semi-rigid operative endoscopes (e.g., choledochoscopes) in health care facilities. These guidelines are intended
to provide comprehensive information and direction for health care personnel in the processing of these devices and
accessories.
Initially this document was proposed as a technical information report that would synthesize existing guidance in the
area of endoscope processing. As the draft was developed, the working group identified a need in the field for more
extensive guidance, and proposed revising the document to be an American National Standard.
As used within the context of this document, “shall” indicates requirements strictly to be followed in order to conform
to the standard; “should” indicates that among several possibilities one is recommended as particularly suitable,
without mentioning or excluding others, or that a certain course of action is preferred but not necessarily required, or
that (in the negative form) a certain possibility or course of action should be avoided but is not prohibited; “may” is
used to indicate that a course of action is permissible within the limits of the standard; and “can” is used as a
statement of possibility and capability. “Must” is used only to describe “unavoidable” situations, including those
mandated by government regulation.
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American National Standard

ANSI/AAMI ST91:2015

Flexible and semi-rigid endoscope processing in
health care facilities
Introduction
Flexible and semi-rigid endoscopes are used in various body cavities for diagnostic and therapeutic procedures. In
United States, at least 11 million gastrointestinal endoscopies are performed each year and the number of
procedures is increasing (Cullen et al, 2009; SGNA, 2012). A risk of all endoscopy procedures is the introduction of
pathogens or cross-contamination between patients. Failure to clean, disinfect, or sterilize equipment carries not only
risk associated with breach of host barriers but also risk for person-to-person transmission of pathogens and
transmission of environmental pathogens (e.g., Pseudomonas aeruginosa). Further consequences of inadequate
device processing can include device damage, inefficient use of the device, and toxic reactions in patients.

Endoscopic transmission of infection
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Even though gastrointestinal endoscopes represent a valuable diagnostic and therapeutic tool in modern medicine,
more health care acquired infections (HAIs) have been linked with the use of contaminated endoscopes than to any
other medical device and have been listed in the top ten technology hazards for patients for several years in a row
(ECRI). The estimated patient risk, cited by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and other organizations, of
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a preview
edition of
AAMI guidance
document
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infection associated
a flexible endoscopy
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are other reports of patient exposures to contaminated endoscopes in the media and other public databases that
have not been published in peer reviewed literature (Kimmery 1993, Rutala et al, 2007; ASGE, 2011, SGNA, 2012).
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1990, health care facilities and manufacturers have been required to report to the FDA MAUDE (Manufacturer and
User-Facility Device Experience) database any information that reasonably suggests that a device (such as an
endoscope, accessory, or automated endoscope washer-disinfector) has caused or contributed to a death, injury, or
serious illness of a patient. Review of this open access, non–peer-reviewed database from 1990 to 2002 revealed
seven possible occurrences of pathogen transmission during GI endoscopy. Since 2002, the MAUDE database
contains multiple references to infections suspected to have occurred after lapses in processing.
Currently, there are no well-designed, published, prospective studies on the incidence of pathogen transmission
during GI endoscopy. Estimates of pathogen transmission based on retrospective case reports conclude the current
risk estimate may underestimate the true incidence of infection. (Seonae-Vazquesz 2006, Holodny, 2012). Citing the
2008 CDC risk estimate may have led health care facilities not to inform, adequately screen for all potential disease
transmitting organisms, or treat patients (Dirlam-Langley et al., 2013).

In some reports where patients have been exposed, they were not tested for all pathogenic organisms but only HIV or
Hepatitis B viruses, despite documented outbreaks of non-viral pathogens. Recent reports support the conclusion
that current risks are outdated and inaccurate (Ofstead et al., 2013; Dirlam-Langlay et al., 2013). Audits of facilities
conducting GI procedures have found widespread lapses in infection control, including endoscope processing and in
some cases endoscopes were virtually never processed in accordance with guidelines (Dirlam-Langlay et al., 2013).
The true implications of inadequate processing are unknown because no epidemiologic studies have determined the
risk of infections or other patient complications including residual chemical toxicity and device damage effect on
patient outcomes (Leffler et al., 2010).
Multiple peer-reviewed publications in several countries including the United States have documented breaches in
processing that have led to patient exposure to improperly reprocessed flexible and semi-rigid endoscopes and have
caused serious infections (Sanderson, 2010; Gonzalez-Candelas et al., 2010; Carbonne et al., 2010; Aumeran et al.,
2010; Holodny, 2012; CDC 2014). In nearly all of these cases, failure to comply with manufacturer’s written
instructions for use (IFU) or established guidelines or malfunctioning equipment that was undetected has led to
numerous outbreaks of infection due to improperly processed flexible and semi-rigid endoscopes.
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A northeastern Illinois outbreak in 2013 of infections with New
Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) was linked with
endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). A total of
2014). Further outbreaks were similarly linked to ERCP scopes in
(Aleccia 2015).

Delhi metallo-β-lactamase (NDM) producing
contaminated endoscopes used to perform
44 patients were identified as infected (Rutala
Pittsburgh (McCool et al., 2012) and Seattle

Effects of endoscopy-related infection outbreaks and other adverse patient reactions may include:
•

microorganisms may be spread from patient to patient by contaminated or improperly processed flexible and
semi-rigid endoscopes or malfunctioning equipment (exogenous infections).

•

microorganisms may spread from the GI tract through the bloodstream during an endoscopy procedure to
susceptible organs, or may spread to adjacent tissues that are breached as a result of the endoscopic
procedure (endogenous infections).

•

microorganisms may be transmitted from patients to endoscopy personnel and/or from endoscopy personnel
to patients.

•

chemical substances can remain on devices from various chemicals used during the procedure or
processing that can cause toxic reactions in subsequent patients.

•

devices may be damaged or rendered difficult to use due to mishandling or inadequate processing.

Minimizing these risks begins with the correct handling procedures in preparation for processing, to include precleaning steps at the point of use (e.g., bedside procedures), disassembly of parts, and safe transport. Cleaning
according to the specific manufacturer's written IFU is then required to ensure that patient soil and other materials are
removed prior to the antimicrobial processes of high-level disinfection or sterilization. Cleaning is a multi-step process
and is critical not only to ensure that subsequent processing steps can be effective but also to remove any potential
toxic chemicals or other materials that can lead to adverse patient reactions. Cleaning is followed by disinfection or
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Scope

This standard provides guidelines for precleaning, leak-testing, cleaning, packaging (where indicated), storage, highlevel disinfecting, and/or sterilizing of flexible gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopes; flexible bronchoscopes; flexible ear,
nose, and throat endoscopes; surgical flexible endoscopes (e.g., flexible ureteroscopes); and semi-rigid operative
endoscopes (e.g., choledochoscopes) in health care facilities. These guidelines are intended to provide
comprehensive information and direction for health care personnel in the processing of these devices and
accessories.
NOTE—For purposes of this standard, “health care facilities” means endoscopy centers, hospitals, nursing homes, extended-care
facilities, free-standing surgical centers, ambulatory health centers (clinics), medical offices, and all other areas where flexible and
semi-rigid endoscopes are processed.

1.1

Inclusions

This document specifically addresses
a)

functional and physical design criteria for endoscope processing areas;

b)

education, training, competency verification, and other personnel considerations;

c)

processing recommendations;

d)

installation, care, and maintenance of automated processing equipment;

e)

quality control; and

f)

quality process improvement.

PREVIEW COPY

Definitions of terms and a bibliography are also provided in this standard.
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1.2

a)

The processing of rigid endoscopes (e.g., arthroscopes, laparoscopes), transesophageal echocardiogram
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document,
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atsterilization and
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health care facilities;orANSI/AAMI
ST58, Chemical sterilization and high-level
visit
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disinfection in health care facilities; and ANSI/AAMI ST41, Ethylene oxide sterilization in health care
facilities: Safety and effectiveness).

b)

Specific construction and performance criteria for steam sterilizers (see ANSI/AAMI ST8, Hospital steam
sterilizers and ANSI/AAMI ST55, Table-top steam sterilizers), ethylene oxide gas sterilizers (see ANSI/AAMI
ST24, Automatic, general-purpose ethylene oxide sterilizers and ethylene oxide sterilant sources intended
for use in health care facilities), rigid sterilization container systems (see ANSI/AAMI ST77, Containment
devices for reusable medical device sterilization), or rigid, protective organizing cases that require wrapping
before sterilization (see ANSI/AAMI ST77).

c)

The use of containment devices for packaging items other than instrument sets or procedural trays.

d)

The processing of devices labeled for single use only (see Food and Drug Administration [FDA], 2000c).

NOTE—For more information on the subjects excluded from the scope of this recommended practice, and for additional background
information on the inclusions, refer to the references listed in the bibliography.
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